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WhoDunIt?
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Our Mission
WhoDunIt? is an interactive dining experience that provides entertainment
and fine dining. We combine mystery with exquisite cuisine. Our guests
should expect creatively-designed dining rooms, original storylines,
delicious dishes, and excellent customer service. Here at WhoDunIt?, we are
focused on creating a unique, fun, and inviting environment for guests and
employees. WhoDunIt? is a take on fine dining never seen before.
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LOGO usage
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Acceptable Logos
1
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An Interactive Dining Experience

1

The main logo and most often used. Should
be used as main identity of brand. Color of
font should only be Muddy Black, Ghost
White, Blood Orange, or Scandalous Red.

2

Simplified version of logo. To be used when
legibility is important. Acceptable colors are
Muddy Black, Ghost White, Blood Orange, or
Scandalous Red.

3

Simplified logo with tagline (can be used
with circles from main logo); should be used
in promotional materials and store signage.
Only colors to be used are Muddy Black, Ghost
White, Blood Orange, or Scandalous Red.
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App logo, favicon; to be used in smaller formats.
Can only be colored Muddy Black, Ghost White,
Blood Orange, or Scandalous Red.
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Inside Spacing
The space between “WhoDunIt?”
and the inner circle should be
the width of the “I” found in the
WhoDunIt? mark.
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1 inch

Logo spacing and sizing
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WhoDunIt?

1 inch

Outside Spacing

Minimum Size

The spacing around each side of the
logo should be at least the width of
the magnifying glass found within
the WhoDunIt? mark.

The logo should be no smaller
than 1 inch for legibility
purposes. For instances
that require a mark smaller
than inch, the magnifying
glass symbol should be used
instead( such as for the favicon
for the website).

Logo color variations
•

?

WhoDunIt?
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The main logo is used here to show color variations;
the only colors to be used in the logo are Blood
Orange, Ghost White, or Muddy Black (lower

WhoDunIt?

•

opacity acceptable only for question mark).
The only exception to the usage of colors is when
the logo should be presented in black and white.
Should be either all black, all white, or black and
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•

white on a gray backgroud.
The most common logo variations are the top left
and middle left examples. The logo is most likely

WhoDunIt?

to be presented on Ghost White or Muddy Black
backgrounds white Bloody Orange for the circles
and question mark. The text is the opposite color of
the background; if the background is Ghost White,
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•

the text is Muddy Black and vice versa.
The bottom two examples are less commonly used;
however, they should be presented in this manner if
the logo is on a Blood Orange or Gray background.
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Unacceptable Logos
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Do not change the orientation of the logo.
It should only sit horizontally.

WhoDunIt?
Do not use a font that is not a part of
the brand identity. Should only be in the
modified Labor Union Small font.
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WhoDunIt?

WhoDunIt?

Do not outline logo. Should always be
filled in solidly with color.

Do not use a color outside of the approved
colors for the logo. Should only be Muddy
Black, Ghost White, Blood Orange, or
Scandalous Red (see color usage page).

?
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Do not manipulate the logo when sizing.
Should not be squished or squashed.

Do not change the spacing between letters
(see Spacing of Logo page).

Color usage
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Color usage
Ghost White - 25% used
(backgrounds, text, logo)

Muddy Black - 30% used
(backgrounds, text, logo)

HEX: #FFFFFF
RGB: 255 255 255
CMYK: 0 0 0 0

HEX: # 281E1D
RGB: 40 30 29
CMYK: 65 69 66 75

Moss Green - 4% used
(backgrounds, text)
HEX: #92B46D
RGB: 146 180 109
CMYK: 47 14 73 0

Mystical Teal -6% used
(backgrounds, text)
HEX: #1A5B67
RGB: 26 91 103

Blood Orange - 20% used
(backgrounds, text, logo)
HEX: #EF4843
RGB: 239 72 67
CMYK: 0 87 77 0
10

CMYK: 89 52 47 24

Scandalous Red - 15% used
(backgrounds, text)
HEX: #A3323E
RGB: 163 50 62
CMYK: 25 92 73 17

primary color usage

Blood Orange
(backgrounds, text, logo)

Muddy Black
(backgrounds, text, logo)

Ghost White
(backgrounds, text, logo)

HEX: #EF4843
RGB: 239 72 67
CMYK: 0 87 77 0

HEX: # 281E1D
RGB: 40 30 29
CMYK: 65 69 66 7

HEX: #FFFFFF
RGB: 255 255 255
CMYK: 0 0 0 0
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Secondary color usage
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Scandalous Red
(backgrounds, text)

Mystical Teal
(backgrounds, text)

Moss Green
(backgrounds, text)

HEX: #A3323E
RGB: 163 50 62
CMYK: 25 92 73 17

HEX: #1A5B67
RGB: 26 91 103
CMYK: 89 52 47 24

HEX: #92B46D
RGB: 146 180 109
CMYK: 47 14 73 0

color usage Example
Secondary Colors
Secondary colors are used in
representing the event rooms
and for accenting the primary
colors. Here, they are used in
relation to the different themed
rooms at WhoDunIt. Moss Green
and Mystical Teal are used for the
Camper Killer room and the Alien
Invasion room respectively.

Primary Colors
Primary colors are used for representing
the brand and are used for backgrounds,
text, and the logo. The primary colors are
Blood Orange, Muddy Black, and Ghost
White. Here, these colors are used for
the logo, text, and background. Staying
consistent with using the primary colors
keeps the brand more consistent.
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Font usage
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Font Usage
Labor Union Small
Logo typeface only (modified)

BEBAS Neue

Montserrat

Regular
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Regular
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

Font used only for headings

Font used for headings, subheadings, and body text

Medium
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
SemiBold
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
Bold
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
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Font usage Example
Bebas Neue Regular
For headings

Labor Union
Small)
For logo only
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Montserrat
For body text

Applications
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Signage applications

WhoDunIt? store sign

WhoDunIt? store window ad

WhoDunIt? ad on bus stop
18

Print Applications

WhoDunIt? letterhead

WhoDunIt? catalog - front page

WhoDunIt? business card
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Merch applications

WhoDunIt? beanie

WhoDunIt? wristbands
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WhoDunIt? key chains

WhoDunIt? hoodie

WhoDunIt? mugs

Web Applications

WhoDunIt? desktop website - event room webpage

WhoDunIt? Instagram Ad

WhoDunIt? app intro page

WhoDunIt? mobile website - locations webpage
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Imagery Guidelines
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Brand imagery
•

Photos used to represent the
brand should be related to food,
mystery, investigating, and

•

socializing.
Photos should be in color,
preferably containing colors

•

associated with the brand.
Photos should be of high quality;
blurriness, pixelation, and bad

•

compositions should be avoided.
Color filters can be applied to
the images, but the color filters
should only be colors from the

•

approved brand colors.
Inappropriate subject matter
includes imagery not related to
WhoDunIt and its operations,
pixelated or blurry images, black
and white photos, and photos
with noticeable colors not
related to the brand colors.
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Imagery for event rooms

Dinner Party Murder Photos
Photos for Dinner Party Murder should be
related to food, mansions, and socializing; some
photos can also reference a murder or unease.
These photos are used for promotional ads for
the event rooms as well as for decorating the
rooms in WhoDunIt stores.

Alien Invasion Photos
Photos for Alien Invasion should be related
to space, aliens, and astronauts. These
photos are used for promotional ads for
the event rooms as well as for decorating
the rooms in WhoDunIt stores.
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Camper Killer Photos
Photos for Camper Killer
should be related to the
woods, camping while also
being spooky. These photos
are used for promotional ads
for the event rooms as well as
for decorating the rooms in
WhoDunIt stores.

Symbols/illustrations
•

Symbols/decorations that can be used are a question
mark (in the Labor Union font). two circle outlines
with one thicker and larger and one thinner and
smaller, the question mark (at a lower opacity)
in these circles, squares/rectangles with same

•

treatment as circles.
The magnifying glass is the only illustration to be
used; it is mainly accompanied with the WhoDunIt

•

logo and for decoration.
These symbols/illustrations can only be presented
with the primary colors of the WhoDunIt brand.

?
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Final remarks
Following the brand standards for WhoDunIt is crucial to maintaining our
identity. By being consistent in our theme, we are able to make a more
identifiable image of ourselves which is important to the success of our
business. Not following this brand guide can be detrimental to the health
of our corporation. If this brand guide is properly followed, our company is
bound to be more successful and more profitable as a result.
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for more information
To access the WhoDunIt brand standards guide 2021, please visit www.
whodunit.com/brandstandards. To answer any questions, concerns, or
inquiries about WhoDunIt brand standards, please contact
brettgeer@whodunit.com.
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